
S.C.V.ENGLISH MEDIUM SCHOOL   K.R.PET 
 Preparatory exam  March -2020                                             

Class: 8                                                  Mathematics                                                Marks:40 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. Choose and write the correct answer                                                                4×1=4 
1) The points (-3 , 2) lie on _____ quadrant 

a) First                     b) Second                    c) Third                      d) Fourth  

2) The difference between highest and lowest score of data is _____ 
a) Frequency            b) Class width             c) Class limit             d) Range 

3) If  2m = 8 then the value of ‘m’ is ______ 
a) 2                           b) 3                             c) 4                             d) 5  

4) A book is marked ₹500 sold for ₹600 the gain in percentage is _____  
a) 15%                      b) 25%                       c)20%                         d) 10%  

II. Answer the following question                                                                          4×1=4 
5) Name the quadrilateral in which a pair sides are parallel ? 
6) How many acute angles can a right triangle have ? 
7) Find the mode of the data 4,3,5,1,3,7,3,5,7 
8) How many faces does a cuboid has ? 

III. Solve the following                                                                                             4×2=8                                                                                  
9) Construct a triangle ABC in which AB=5cm , BC=4.3cm and AC=4cm 

         10) Find the simple interest on ₹5000 for  2 years  at 5% per annum 
         11) In a quadrilateral PQRS ∠𝑃 + ∠𝑄=1800 ,∠𝑅=1200 find ∠𝑆=? 

         12) Simplify ×   

       IV.     Solve the following                                                                                               5×3=15  
         13)  Draw the graph for the straight-line y = 3x-2 

         14) Hari bought two fans for ₹2400 each. He sold one at loss of 10% and another at a   

                profit of 15%. Find selling price of each fan and total profit or loss                                                                                                                        

15) Construct a triangle XYZ whose perimeter is 13cm and whose sides are in the ratio 
       3:4:5 
16) Find the median for following frequency distribution  
 

Class interval 0 – 5 5 – 10 10 -15 15 – 20 20 – 25  25 - 30 
Frequency    5    3     9     10      8    5 

17) Simplify        
× ×( )

×
  

      V.    Solve the following                                                                                               4×1=4                         
         18) Prove that, in a triangle angle opposite equal side are equal  
                                                          (OR)    
               In a triangle ABC ,  AC=AB & altitude AD bisect BC prove that  ∆ADC≅∆ADB 
      VI.  Solve the following                                                                                                 1×5=5 
        19) The cuboidal shaped container   has length 8m, breadth 5m and height 4m 
              Find (i) total surface area of container, (ii) volume of the container 
               (iii) find cost of painting outer surface of the container at the rate ₹ 50 per m2 
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